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Introduction

The Dutch Caribbean Youth Art project has a

history that reaches back to 2007. Embedded

in the earlier Cultural Kingdom Games

finances were in place in a natural way. In this

2013/2014 edition that was not the case

anymore. We missed about one third of the

expected financial means. Nevertheless and

thanks to the greatly appreciated

commitment of Teatro Luna Blou and all

participating organizations and people

the 2013/2014 edition was maybe the most

successful ever.

The core of the dcyART Festival is basically a

youth exchange program for young artists and

a training program for professional cultural

workers. In the winter of 2013 a first event

was planned: a pre–event for professionals

combined with a small scale youth exchange

activity. The main event consisted of a larger

youth exchange program and again a training

program six months later. This report

describes the backgrounds & activities and

will also explain some future and history. And

above all how planning and execution can

differ. In other words, how we ended up with

the main event in August 2014.

Arts and arts education are worldwide more

and connecting to social issues. The sector is

rapidly connecting with sectors such as

education, social development, obesities

prevention, drug abuse prevention. elderly

care and much more. The dcyART project

aims at widening its objectives in the future.

From the very first beginning social elements

were taken into accountant. However, the

main focus was on developing and presenting

gifted young artists. Little emphasis was put

on their social backgrounds. Although partner

organizations actively reached out to deprived

areas we never explicitly put the spotlight on

this element of our activities. In the future

social components will be strengthened and

much more expressed publicly. Amongst

others our new partner from St. Eustatius, the

Mega D Youth Foundation, shows us great

examples already.

We trust that with the widening scope we

will be able not only to support artistic talents

to the highest possible level but also to

nourish them with creative skills that they

will need in their future professional careers,

artistic or other careers. And to open new

perspectives for the future for kids whose

future was blocked because of personal

circumstances.

Financially we leaned heavily on Kultura as

the main subsidizer. Kultura ceased

operations recently. With new objectives and

the new partner from St, Eustatius we expect

to be able to attract new financers to secure

the future and meanwhile deepen our ability

to serve our youngsters in the best possible

way.
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History

The dcyART project originates from the first

Cultural Kingdom Games in 2007. In the first

decade of the 21th century discussions about

the relations between The Netherlands and

the former colonies in The Caribbean were

raised, leading to the dismantling of the

Netherlands Antilles in 2010. The Caribbean

Islands had different opinions about a

possible independence. Negotiations were

not easy and on both sides of the ocean

mutual perceptions were sometimes rather

one-sided.

Politicians in The Netherlands and the

Caribbean islands felt these tensions could be

eased by organising a cultural event that

addresses both political leaders and the public

opinion. Politicians could meet in a more

relaxed setting than during negotiations. And

populations from various ethnic backgrounds,

who spread all over the Dutch Kingdom,

could come together to increase mutual

understanding by celebrating a shared

cultural event. So the idea of Cultural

Kingdom Games, first launched in 2004 was

born.

The first edition of the Cultural Kingdom

Games in The Hague (2007) attracted 32.000

visitors amongst which around 400 national

politicians and officials, including members of

parliament, public servants and members of

the Royal family.

In 2009 a second edition was organized in

Aruba, again with many officials in the

audience and good public attention.

A third edition was planned for 2011 in

Willemstad, Curacao. Unfortunately

authorities were far too occupied with the

aftermath of the dismantling of the

Netherlands Antilles per October 10, 2010 and

the independence of the island. Insufficient

capacity was available to organize a big event

such as the Cultural Kingdom Games. Luckily

the budget reserved, albeit lower than

expected, could be secured for future

activities. However, the budget did not allow

a large-scale festival anymore. So it was

decided to focus on one of the most

appreciated activities of the Cultural

Kingdom Games, the youth program.

In 2011 a small scale search-conference was

organized for decision makers and cultural

workers to outline the future. It was planned

to organize a follow-up conference combined

with a small scale youth exchange in January

2013 on Saba, followed by the dcyART

Festival in the summer of that year.

The dcyART project as described in this

evaluation builds on the foundations that

were forged earlier from 2007 until 2011.
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Iguana planning

In the Caribbean in the late afternoon one

might see a bunch of iguanas taking in the last

sun heat of the day. Approaching them quietly

doesn't disturb them. They stay where they

are until one comes too close. Then they will

run away in all possible directions. Planning

this project was a similar experience. More

than once coming closer to a planned event

something happened that totally thwarted the

plans.

Over time it turned out that the pre-event

couldn’t be realized on Saba as planned in

2011. The leading project manager was

promoted to a new job and a good

replacement couldn’t be found. We had to

postpone the event and to find a new location.

This also affected the overall planning.

Postponing the pre-event would inevitably

lead to postponing the main event – the

dcyART Festival – one year since most

youngsters are dependent on summer holidays

to be able to take part in an international

exchange program. A new planning was

drafted. The pre-event was now planned in

October 2013 on St. Martins.

However, another incident threw a spanner in

the works. The sudden collapse of airline DAE

in August 2013 made it impossible to book

tickets for participants within the available

budget. Seats were sold out in a few days and

prices had soared. Instead Arthur de Bussy,

whose tickets were secured already, traveled

off to Curacao and St. Martins in order to

revitalize the local networks, especially on the

Winward Islands, and to identify details for

the implementation of the dcyART Festival.

The pre–event was postponed to November

2013. However, our partner The National

Institute of the Arts (NIA) on St. Martins

turned out not to be able to host the event at a

very late moment due to unexpected the visit

of the King of The Netherlands at that time.

The NIA had to change priorities. They were

asked by the local government to play an

important role in ceremonies. So again we had

to relocate.

Eventually the pre–event took place in

Curacao in November 2013. Detailed plans

were worked out for a youth exchange and

indepth train–the–trainers program in August

2014.

Fortunately we didn't find any sunbathing

iguanas on our path anymore and could

organize the main event in August 2014 as

foreseen.

Long term objectives

The dcyART project focuses on building a

solid infrastructure for arts education and

talent development in the field of arts and

media. The project aims at three main

objectives:

Creating/strengthening an inter-island

network of practitioners.

Stimulating/organizing the exchange of

young artists from the Dutch Kingdom

and enhance their artistic skills.

Building an international network,

especially in Latin America without

neglecting the traditional, strongly

established networks in the Netherlands

and Dutch former colonies.

The proven Kunstbende concept – art

contests for young people – is a solid base

from where all activities originate.
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Activities

It was regretted that the planned conference

had to be canceled due to the sudden

bankruptcy of DAE. At the other hand it gave

us the possibility to travel to St. Martins in

order to strengthen the local networks on the

Windward Islands. Especially on Saba and St.

Eustatius no or limited contacts with cultural

practitioners were left over from the previous

network. They were promoted to other jobs,

suffered prolonged illness or left the island.

Also earlier contacts with the island

governments had not resulted in concrete

cultural contacts and consulting the cultural

mapping, executed in 2010 by Deneuve

consultancy, didn’t help us further either.

The National Institute of the Arts on St.

Martins was willing to take the lead and

contacted their many contacts on the

Winward Islands. The result on Saba was still

not encouraging but on St. Eustatius a strong

contact was found. Unfortunately the

economical situation on the island forced this

contact to move to St. Martins a few weeks

later.

The political volatility after 10–10–2010

– for example St. Eustatius counted nine

governments in three years time – made life

for many people including cultural

practitioners and organizations rather

complicated. Politicians, policies and public

servants were coming and going. And

pressure by the Dutch government turned the

focus mainly on ‘hard’ issues like economics,

taxes and good governance. ‘Soft’ issues like

the arts were pretty much neglected.

Nevertheless a contact on Saba was found

although it is still uncertain how stable. On

St. Eustatius the mission turned out to be

successful. A social entrepreneur was found

who jumped into the gap of cultural and social

opportunities for youngsters on the island.

The Mega D Foundation, a social enterprise

with strong ties to major funding

organizations, also in The Netherlands, and a

very successful program, became a dcyART

partner.

On the Leeward islands the network was

better established already. Based on the

Kunstbende concept all Leeward islands run

artistic youth contests. Aruba and Curacao

have their contests for many years already and

maintain good contacts. Teatro Luna Blou

runs the youth contest Luna Yen for many

years and Aruba has the event Gang di Arte.

The collaboration between Curacao and

Bonaire is particularly strong. Teatro Luna

Blou supports, and often runs, the contest on

Bonaire. The network on the Leeward islands

is really resulting in sustainable, concrete

activities for the youth. On the smaller

Windward islands where less organizational

capacity is available we made progress.

However, more effort is needed to bring the

network on the same level as on the Leeward

islands.
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In 2011 in a separate project the first dcyART

conference was organized. Participants of all

islands and The Netherlands came both from

circles of policy makers (politicians, civil

servants) as field workers. During this

conference the contours of the dcyART

network were outlined and global targets for

the future were formulated.

At this second 2013 conference merely

participants from the field were represented.

This gave us the opportunity to dive into

concrete future activities and to develop

common values. Given the totally different

situations of the islands in terms of cultural

infrastructure, scale and experience a

concerted approach of activities, alignment

and mutual complaisance is needed to

describe an appropriate program for each

island that is part of a joint approach.

The program started with an update by every

island, followed by discussing shared values.

Formulating shared values was the more

abstract part of the conference. Then concrete

agreements were made on the planned

activities. In between the group worked on

developing a strong team by executing various

teambuilding activities.

Relatively much times was spent on values

that can be applied to activities, especially the

youth contests based on the Kunstbende

concept. An approach based on visualisation

of thoughts was followed to ensure the best

applicable results.

Our shared values can be summarized in three

shared principles:

We offer participants a safe environment.

We prepare participants as good as we can

for public performances and contests.

We support them after their

performances and provide follow-up

programs for proven talents.

Also much attention was paid to discussing

practical issues for the main event, the

dcyART Festival in August 2014.

The pre-event was planned during the finals

of the Luna Yen youngsters competition,

organized by Teatro Luna Blou (and not part

of the dcyART project). This way we wanted

to create synergy by discussing the upcoming

main event with a concrete user case in the

background. Participants were discussing

new developments while being able to mirror

their thoughts to the reality of the Luna Yen

competition. During the evaluation

participants judged this combination fruitful

and very promising. At the other hand due to

the tight time schedule they felt there was not

sufficient time to follow the young artists they

brought along for the Luna Yen project and to

learn by observing the teachers hired by Luna

Yen. This feedback was seriously taken into

account for the August 2014 program.

Cultural youth contests are not an unknown

phenomenon in the Dutch Caribbean.

Particularly in the Windward Islands a culture

of commercial game exists. Somewhat similar to

So You Think You Can Dance on Dutch

television. Participants are hardly prepared, the

jury focused on fast television success and there

are no follow-up programs. Participants will

receive a cash prize and in most cases we don't

hear about them anymore. Also on the Leeward

Islands such contests are not unusual, but to a

lesser extent.
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For the rest the feedback by participants was

very positive. Both the program, the facilitator

as well as having a rare opportunity to discuss

and reflect on the daily work as art

teachers/organizers was greatly appreciated.

DATA

Location: Teatro Luna Blou,
Curacao

Duration: 5 days
Participants: 11
Facilitators: 1
Represented: Aruba

Bonaire
Curacao
St. Martins
St. Eustatius
The Netherlands
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The main event consisted of two parts.

Simultaneously an extensive international

youth exchange program was combined with

an in depth train–the–trainers program for

cultural practitioners.

dcyART Festival

Twenty-nine youngsters from all islands and

The Netherlands - except Saba - participated

in the dcyART Festival. We'll describe the

activities here briefly. For more detailed

information we refer to the blog that one of

the participants wrote. A translation is

printed further on in this report. Her report,

through the eyes of one of the young artists,

sketches a much livelier picture than we

could ever formulate.

All activities took place on the compounds of

La Tentashon, the youth department of Teatro

Luna Blou. La Tentashon consists of a former

industrial building and surrounding parking

lots on the quay of the entrance to the harbor.

Here an ‘artist village’ was established with a

restaurant, an outdoor stage and all kinds of

facilities for entertainment during free hours.

Activities were scheduled along three lines:

Preparing and performing a

multidisciplinary theatre show by all

participants, titled Brotherhood.

Showcasing short performances by the

delegations of every island.

Short performances by individual

youngsters on the outdoor stage prior to

the evening shows.

Effectively there were five days available to

prepare a 45 minutes show. One day was used

for recreational purposes, two days to perform

the show and the first and the last day

participants traveled to Curacao and returned

to their respective islands. During daily

workshops music, dance and theatre

participants created elements of the show

under the guidance of professional teachers.

Participants were assigned to workshops

according to their specialty. Every day there

were joined rehearsals as well. These were

used to fine-tune the results of the workshops

and to forge the parts together. The artistic

director was responsible for this process and

the show as a whole. The show was presented

on August 8 and 9 in the La Tentashon theatre

for an enthusiastic audience.

The delegations and also individual artists

from the various islands were given the

opportunity to present themselves on several

occasions. Delegations were invited

beforehand to prepare a presentation of about

twenty minutes. During three nights two

delegations performed in the La Tentashon

theatre, supplemented by shows of the best

local youth groups. Together these

performances formed full shows that were

publicly accessible.

Prior to these shows at dinner time local

groups and participants of the festival were

able to present themselves on the outdoor

stage. Also the general public was welcome at

these events.

All publicly accessible shows were presented

by a young gifted MC.

DATA

Location: Teatro Luna Blou,
Curacao

Duration: 5 days
Participants:
Facilitators: see appendix
Represented: see appendix
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Train the trainer program

Similar to the 2013 train-the-trainers program

we tried to cover two extremes. On one hand

a highly abstract subject and on the other

hand very practical subjects. Personal

effective leadership was the abstract subject

and organizing effective meetings the

practical one. In the mean time, learning from

the feedback in 2013, more time was reserved

to observe the teachers who guided the youth

groups and to stay in touch with the

youngsters. The training program took place

during the mornings, afternoons were

reserved to visit rehearsals by the youngsters

and evenings to attend performances.

Personal effectiveness was trained based on

the Compass Directions concept. This

concept is not widely known in Europe but

popular in Latin America. It refers to old

Indian traditions which are widely recognized

in the region. Reminisces of still preserved

huge stone circles in the landscape of the

Americas can still be seen today. The concept

is based on leadership styles that are

associated with the four wind directions.

North: warrior/power

West: teacher/wisdom

South: healer/love

East: visionary/vision

Participants were asked to identify their

profile. Later they were asked to draw a future

scenario for the dcyART platform from their

weakest developed leadership style. Almost

all participants rated this part of the program

as most valuable during the final evaluation.

The exercises gave insights in personal fields

of improvement and resulted simultaneously

in concrete ideas about future collaboration

within the dcyART platform as described in

the paragraph Future.

Further some videos illustrating various

management skills were presented and

discussed.

Beside these abstracts issues attention was

paid to being effective when organising

meetings. How to ideally prepare, execute and

follow up meetings.

Participants indicated to be inspired by the

more abstract parts of the program, found

valuable information in the practical part for

their daily operations and were glad to be able

to observe rehearsals of their youngsters and

being in touch with their colleagues who

guided the youth program.

Timing was better than in 2013 and during the

final evaluation the train–the–trainers

program was rated even higher than in 2013.

St. Martins expressed the wish to use this

training program for their entire team.

DATA

Location: Teatro Luna Blou,
Curacao

Duration: 7 days
Participants:
Facilitators:
Represented: Aruba

Bonaire
Curacao
St. Martins
St. Eustatius
Saba
The Netherlands
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Organization

The ultimate responsibility rested with

Teatro Luna Blou. De Bussy Consult and

Kunstbende assisted. Tasks were clearly

divided. Teatro Luna Blou was in charge of the

youth exchange program, supported by

Kunstbende and De Bussy Consult was

responsible for the train–the–trainers

programs.

Obviously the youth exchange program

required the most organizational effort.

Earlier exchanges were organized by the staff

in addition to their normal duties. For this

edition one of the staff members was full–time

available during several months. This turned

out to work effectively. The program was

prepared in great detail, communications

went smooth and personnel had clearly

described tasks and responsibilities. Also the

support over the years by Kunstbende paid

off. All kinds of lists, forms, working

processes were designed on the basis of

examples of Kunstbende, including a detailed

day to day action plan.

However, during the festival employees were

actually overburdened. All employees were

assisting in the various activities and some

spend the nights as a youth supervisor. For

the last ones running the festival meant a 24/7

job. In the mean time the regular program of

the theatre went on and employees also had

to fulfill their regular daily tasks. Despite the

work overload no complaint was heard.

Apart from employees many volunteers were

helping. Volunteers who assisted several days

were paid a modest volunteers fee.

Security

Since approximately half a year prior to the

festival Curacao faced an alarming increase of

armed robberies and other violence. Reason

for Luna Blou to pay extra attention to the

safety of participants. Apart from strict

repressive rules such as a ban on individual or

group walks in town without a guide,

preventive measures were taken. The

established ’artists village’ on the La

Tentashion compound was primarily

motivated by the security situation. During

free hours various activities were provided in

the village such as a ‘restaurant’, games to play

and every night publicly accessible

performances before the late-night shows by

participants or guest artists.
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Quality

The method of developing a show in guided

workshops and collective rehearsals is a

proven Kunstbende concept that once again

worked out well. Extending the program from

the usual seven days to ten significantly

contributed to the artistic quality of the

presentation. Also we had the impression that

the learning experience for the young talents

has never been more impactful. After the

festival the youngsters indicated to look back

at a great experience but also to be very tired.

A longer program than 10 days seems not to be

advisable.

Looking at the project's long–term objectives

it can be stated that over the years the

infrastructure for youth culture is well

consolidated on the Leeward Islands. On the

Windward Islands progress has been made

especially with regard to the ties between St.

Martins and St. Eustatius. On Saba we were

still not able to find a stable and well rooted

counterpart.

However, a cultural youth worker who

recently started new activities on Saba visited

part of the program. Only time can tell

whether or not his initiative on Saba will be

successful in the long run. Unfortunately no

youth delegation from Saba could come over

due to other obligations concerning carnival.

Earlier in 2013 and in 2014 we were in touch

with local authorities on the highest level

with a plea for a delegation from Saba to no

avail. Identifying the new initiative on Saba is

a small step forward.

Cultural differences

In the past cultural differences sometimes

resulted in not fully mixing the delegations

from the various parts of the world into a

homogeneous group. In this edition

participants got to know and respect each

other pretty soon. Other than in earlier

editions we could observe how dining tables

served very mixed groups from the first days

and how easily youngsters from all ethnic

backgrounds focused on artistic results

instead of focusing on their ethnic peers. In

the evaluations it was suggested that this

positive effect could have been caused by the

very first activities in the exchange program in

which youngsters were challenged to describe

qualities of their peers by painting personal T-

shirts (see report by Lotte Walda). Also the

‘artist village’ might have contributed. We

will try to test this further in future editions.

Apart from minor details youngsters

appreciated all staff intensely and felt very

committed to both staff and peers. They

expressed their concerns of how to stay in

touch in the future. Facebook turns out to be

a good help and first plans for future holidays

have been made. We may conclude that the

festival extended the participants

international network, giving opportunities in

the future for further development.
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Lessons learned

Some lessons learned has been mentioned in

between the lines of this report already.

Ideally take 10 days in total for youth

exchanges. No more, no less. More will be

too exhausting and less doesn’t give

enough time to prepare a high quality

show.

Reserve enough time in train–the–trainers

programs to follow youth delegations

during rehearsals and to connect with

professional teachers who are hired to

guide the youth groups. Combination off

abstract and practical topics works fine.

Make sure a full–time available project

manager is in place for at least four

months to organize and supervise projects

of this scale.

Arrange plenty volunteers in order to

diminish workloads for staff.

Risks

Although many risks can be avoided,

prevented or diminished there are some

unavoidable risks that can hamper the

organization and should be reckoned with.

Political instability

Budgeting

Unforeseen events

Rapid change of governments can affect the

network, can lead to new decisions and

sometimes leads to change of personnel in

governmental or even private organizations.

For example the network in St. Eustatius was

strong in the past. After nine changes of

governments in three years however we saw

the network almost destroyed.

Budgeting far in advance is often needed but

changing currency rates and local price levels

are hard to foresee. These changes can cause

significant differences between estimated and

real costs. In this case we over–asked

subsidizers with about 25%. Indeed, price

levels changed and currency rates as well. We

are glad to be able to present our financers a

final calculation which comes 17% lower than

estimated, better than being over budget.

Other than in The Netherlands the islands do

not have many organizations to their disposal

and mostly their organizational capacity is

limited. Therefore on the islands unforeseen

external events can be very impactful such as

in the case of the Kings visit to St. Martins in

2013.

On all islands carnival puts an extremely

heavy burden on cultural organizations.

During carnival hardly any other cultural

activity can be organized. Every island has its

own carnival planning. Starting with Curacao

somewhere in February it may run into

August on the small Windward islands. Even
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when youngsters are mostly available during

summer holidays carnival may prevent them

to take part in activities outside the domestic

island.
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Report Lotte Walda

Young talent Lotte Walda, winner of the

Kunstbende Pinkpop Cover Contest 2014,

traveled this summer off to Curacao. She was

participating in the dcyART creative

exchange and experienced the journey of her

life. For ZEF Magazine she wrote this

impression (translated from Dutch).

"Last summer I traveled with Kunstbende to

Curacao for 10 days from August 1 to 10th.

These were perhaps the best 10 days of my life

until now. I got a phone call by Marjolein, an

employee of Kunstbende. I understood

absolutely nothing from what she said. At

first I thought she called for a show which

was called The Curacao Festival. I really did

not think she was talking about Curacao. The

country Curaçao? That is bizarre. I called my

mother to tell her what I just had been told. I

was super excited and I could not focus

anymore that day in school. But alas . . . it could

not happen. We would go Italy that summer

holiday and mom had already booked. So I put

it out of my mind. But later all of a sudden it

turned out that Mama had arranged to go to

Tuscany a week later. So I could come along

to Curacao. I was so happy. I just could not

believe it. Only until I was on the plane I

realized that I was really going to Curacao.

OMG! Also this was the first time I was on an

airplane. Flying went well. After 11

hours we were in Curacao!

Wow, what I have been through a lot in 10

days with only artistic talented people around

me. So cool. From day one we learned what

the word brotherhood actually means. All

these

children, including me, were chosen to go to

Curacao to put together an unforgettable

show on the Dutch Caribbean Youth Art

Festival. The first day we got to know each

other through brief interviews. We all got a t-

shirt on which others could paint something

that had to do with you. That same day we

went to show our talents. The level was high,

several dance and vocal styles and also superb

good actors and writers. One got more respect

for the talents of everyone and therefore for

the person himself. We had to make a show

together and what I liked so much about

DCYA: no one is better or worse than another,

every piece of art is just different. The actual

festival lasted for five days. There were 6

different countries participating. The first

three days of the festival two countries had to

present their country in short shows of 20

minutes each. And Friday and Saturday we

had a great show. Every country did his own

presentation super well. Some had complete

dance groups, others danced alone. Some

countries had a vocal group or someone sang

alone. Netherlands consisted of just three

people. Sannemaj, Gaby and me. We didn’t

know each other but immediately had a very

good relationship together. We also had a

super cute supervisor, Marjolein.

The Netherlands did the country presentation

on Thursday together with St. Martins. We

had not spent much time practicing but we

did very well. Everyone was super excited and

we were covered with love, hugs and

compliments. After the show everyone was so

super nice to each other. I miss them all

already .. .

It was quite difficult to cram all these talents

in one show. Everyone was so versatile and so

different. There was not enough time to let

everyone do his own thing. But it had to be a

show, one entire show. Our show was called
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'brotherhood' . Dance, singing and drama were

first handled separately. We at singing

transformed an existing song into a new and

very different song with different languages,

different vocals and also polyphonic

harmonies. The final result was beautiful and

we recorded the song in a studio. We also

performed this song live in our show. You’ll

find the song here:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7-vDx32rWs.

The dancers created 4 different dances: water,

wind, fire and earth in which they expressed

the elements in movement, without music

because the singing group had to sing

polyphonically on these dances. For each

element, we invented a different tune. The

actors created together a number of plays

which contained much humor, making our

show somewhat lighter and funnier every

now and then.

Ray, a very special and very talented boy of 12

(which I probably will miss most) brought

unity to the show. He was next to actor and

dancer also a poetry writer. Ray explained the

various elements extremely beautiful in

words, which I accompanied on guitar in the

show. Ray moved the audience with his

words and after his little poem the dancers

and the singers came of that particular

element to portray his story. In between

actors came on stage and finally the singers

sang the new song and dancers danced a

merry final.

The scenes blended nicely and finally it

turned out to be a true unity. It was like an

explosion full of art and after the final

applause all emotions, tensions and

uncertainties were replaced by joy. WE DID

IT! Everyone hugged each other and after the

show we went loose in the after party! It was

really like a big family full of art.

Then the crowd slowly left and we went

together in a circle, hand in hand. We had to

take turns saying a word which described

how we had experienced this evening.

"Brotherhood, unforgettable, blessings,

inspirational, art, wonderful" . There were

very nice words and we ended with AMEN.

At those moments in life one is so grateful to

God to be part of this event.
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Future

All representatives aim at continuing the

dcyART project in future years. To do so new

sources of funding will have to be found. In

the future financial commitment will largely

have to be found in the Dutch Caribbean.

Participants are aware of this challenge but

see possibilities.

During the train–the–trainers program

participants noted that their artistic work

gets more and more connected with society

and social issues. Either they aim at deprived

groups, at supporting educational programs in

schools or even have established a

multifunctional organization already with a

variety of activities with arts next to sports,

after school lessons, civic skills development

etcetera. In future dcyART projects these

social components will be expanded and

explicitly emphasized.

We took first steps on the road from a rather

political influenced project before 10–10–2010

with huge public attention to a community

based talent development project with

increased local support. But there is still a

long way to go. Representatives from the

islands and their staff are committed to

contribute enthusiastically to a sustainable,

entrepreneurial, social and artistic dcyART

platform with a bright future in serving young

people ahead.
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Appendix

Visitors per public show

04-08-2014 160

05-08-2014 120

06-08-2014 140

07-08-2014 180

08-08-2014 300

09-08-2014 325

Participants

Curacao
1 Godguidemely Gomez (Singing)

2 Deborah Gomez (Singing)

3 Edmaly Thielman (Theater Performing )

4 Zaerick Martha (Theater Performing)

5 Jonathan Krolis (Dance)

6 Sherry-Day Lourens (Theater Performing)

7 Sherdyenne Lourens (Dance)

Bonaire
1 Rutshainy Holder (Singing)

2 Kenya Aulacio (Dans)

3 Anais Pauletta (Dans)

4 Raygenie Finies (Singing)

5 Jeady-Ann Davelaar (Singing)

Aruba
1 Ashmira Gario (Dance)

2 Jeanissa Maduro (Dance)

3 Maria Webb (Dance)

4 Gabriela Croes(Dance)

5 Tyrone Chirino (Dance)

6 Steven Mendez (Dance)

7 Moises Quandt (Dance)

8 Osvaldo Correa (Dance)

St. Martins
1 Dashaun Prince (Dans)

2 Zoe van Zadelhof (Dans)

3 Ray Angel Boasman (Theatre Performing &
Music)

St. Eustatius
1 Gerson Diudone Herrera (Theatre

Performing)

2 Ricky Ricardo Courtar (DJ-Music)

3 Sherees Chauntee Timber (Dance)

The Netherlands

1 Lotte Walda ( Theatre Performing & Music)

2 Sannemaj Betten ( Theater Performing)

3 Gaby Ong ( Dance)
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Supervisors workshop teachers & other personnel

General coordination Lilimar Valencia & Segni Bernardina

Train de Trainers Coordination Arthur de Bussy

Artistic director John Nagtegaal

Music workshop Xemio Jacobs

Dance workshop Remses Rafaela (Muis)

Theatre workshop Abigahie Pinedo

Delegation leader Aruba Jhon Freddy Montoya

Delegation leader Bonaire Lilimar Valencia

Delegation leader Curaçao Abigahie Pinedo

Delegation leader St. Martins Clara Reyes

Saba Etsel Lake

Delegation leader St. Eustatius Dion Delvin Humphreys

Delegation leader NL Marjolein Saelman

General delegations supervisors Segni Bernardina

Sulaika Lourens

Mahalia Sparen

Venues manager Rigo Sampson

Technics Xemio Jacobs

Javier Jansen

Food & Beverage Sulaika Lourens

Marketing department Nataly Burgzorg

Wilma Smid

Audio-visuals Gerald Martina

Gentriska Frans

Lizaira Petronia

Helpers/volunteers Richaline Elisa

Marvianca Carolina

Jesushen Bokshoven

Rudbern Pablo

Diego Cardenas
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